Construction of the free energy landscape of biomolecules via dihedral angle principal component analysis.
A systematic approach to construct a low-dimensional free energy landscape from a classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is presented. The approach is based on the recently proposed dihedral angle principal component analysis (dPCA), which avoids artifacts due to the mixing of internal and overall motions in Cartesian coordinates and circumvents problems associated with the circularity of angular variables. Requiring that the energy landscape reproduces the correct number, energy, and location of the system's metastable states and barriers, the dimensionality of the free energy landscape (i.e., the number of essential components) is obtained. This dimensionality can be determined from the distribution and autocorrelation of the principal components. By performing an 800 ns MD simulation of the folding of hepta-alanine in explicit water and using geometric and kinetic clustering techniques, it is shown that a five-dimensional dPCA energy landscape is a suitable and accurate representation of the full-dimensional landscape. In the second step, the dPCA energy landscape can be employed (e.g., in a Langevin simulation) to facilitate a detailed investigation of biomolecular dynamics in low dimensions. Finally, several ways to visualize the multidimensional energy landscape are discussed.